My observations and version of events
While watching tv report and regarding the fact of very difficult situation of the accused young girl,
doubts came to me, and I would like to share them. So
1. The rule of presumption of innocence wasn’t applied to the Accused, and evidence are
circumstantial. There is absolutely no evidence, that the Accused deliberately commited a
murder.
2. One of the arguments of Irish police is an information, that the Accused was preparing to
„evacuate” while still on the land, because she had her window open, which would
supposedly prove premeditation. I disagree with this argument, because electrical systems in
sinking cars still work until loss of electricity in the battery. Direct current is not conducted
by water and certainly the lightbulbs and electric motors work until fully sumberged, which
means that they coould work under water for several minutes. In my opinion you can open a
window in submerged car, while door can not be opened due to large pressure difference.
3. Alleged fact, that the Accused knew that her passenger could not swim, and also that despite
of snowing she was dressed lightly – is also only an presumption. Mr Csaba was working on
cruise ships. One of the elements of crew’s training is the necessity for ability to swim. In
Hungarian elementary schools there are also lessons in swimming. Given the fact of
multiple swimming pools and the popularity of swimming in Hungary it is unlikely for the
Hungarian citizen to not to be able to swim at a basic level.

My version of events:
The video doesn’t show that the relations between the Accused and Csaba were not cordial. It
would seem that this wasn’t rejected love. According to my understanding, the situation was caused
by Csabas great jeallousy. For some reason (maybe to prove something, and maybe because of
something else) Martha spent the night with a strange man. That caused violent reaction from
Csaba. Please have in mind, that we are dealing with young people, who can’t yet fully control their
emotions. Csaba got angry, Martha wanted to calm the situation down, we don’t know it for sure if
both of them were completely sober. There was a quarrel, crying, mutual accusations. Maybe
because of this tension Martha didn’t watch the road but Csaba, who saw the obstacle in the last
moment, and pulled the handbrake. Sadly this didn’t stop the car. It can not be said that Martha
didn’t deprive Csaba of life. But it also can not be said, that she did it purposefuly and with
premeditation. It is possible, that Martha, fearing of the judgement from the closest ones, does not
present true version of her relation with Csaba.
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